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Abstract. We used a large sample of upper limits and accurate estimates of supermassive
black holes (SBHs) masses coupled with libraries of kinematic parameters (derived from
literature) and photometric parameters (extracted from Sloan Digital Sky Survey i-band
images) to establish correlations between the SBH and host galaxy properties. We tested if
the SBH mass M• is fundamentally driven by either bulge or galaxy properties. We explored
for correlations between M• and stellar velocity dispersion σ, bulge luminosity Lbulge, bulge
mass Mbulge, Sérsic index n and concentration of the bulge, galaxy luminosity Lgal, circular
velocity Vc, galaxy stellar mass M?,gal, virial mass Me,gal, and dynamical mass Mdyn,gal. We
verified the tightness of the M• − σ relation and found that correlations with other galaxy
parameters do not yield tighter trends. We confirmed that the fundamental plane of the SBH
is mainly driven by σ, with a small tilt being due to the effective radius, re.
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1. Introduction

The mass M• of the supermassive black ho-
les (SBHs) is closely tied to the properties of
the host galaxies, such as the luminosity of
the bulge (e.g., Marconi & Hunt 2003; Gülte-
kin et al. 2009, hereafter G09), the stellar ve-
locity dispersion (e.g., Tremaine et al. 2002;
Ferrarese & Ford 2005; G09), the mass of the
bulge (Magorrian et al. 1998; Häring & Rix
2004), the central light concentration (Graham
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et al. 2001), the Sérsic index (Graham & Driver
2007), the virial mass of the galaxy (Ferrarese
et al. 2006), the gravitational binding energy
(Aller & Richstone 2007), the kinetic energy of
random motions of the bulge (Feoli & Mancini
2009), and the stellar light and mass deficit
associated to the core ellipticals (Kormendy
& Bender 2009). Most of these relations are
inter-compared in Novak et al. (2006) and in
G09. Given the M• − σ and Vc − σ relations,
Ferrarese (2002) and Pizzella et al. (2005) sug-
gested a link between M• and circular velocity
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Vc (or equivalently, between M• and the mass
of the dark matter halo). However, Courteau
et al. (2007) and Ho (2007) pointed out that the
Vc−σ relation depends on galaxy morphology,
thus precluding a simple M• − Vc correlation.

Several authors have noted that the resid-
uals of the M• − σ and M• − Lbulge rela-
tions correlate with the galaxy effective radius
(e.g., Marconi & Hunt 2003). Hopkins et al.
(2007a,b) suggested the possibility of a linear
combination between different galaxy proper-
ties to reduce the scatter of the M• scaling
laws, heralding the idea of a fundamental plane
of SBHs (BHFP). Many SBH scaling relations
could thus be seen as projections of the BHFP
(Aller & Richstone 2007; Barway & Kembhavi
2007). A correlation of M• with more than one
galaxy parameter would suggest a SBH growth
sensitive to the overall structure of the host
galaxy.

The local characterization and cosmic evo-
lution of the M• scaling relations have al-
ready been examined through theoretical mod-
els for the coevolution of galaxies and SBHs
(e.g., Granato et al. 2004; Hopkins et al.
2006; Monaco et al. 2007). These studies have
demonstrated that the observed relations could
be reproduced in models of SBH growth with
strong feedback from the active galactic nu-
cleus (e.g, Silk & Rees 1998; Di Matteo et al.
2005; Cox et al. 2006). In particular, these
models predict the existence of the BHFP
(Hopkins et al. 2007a,b, 2009). However, even
if the observed relations can be reproduced, the
models still depend on the adopted slope, zero
point, and scatter (Somerville 2009) which still
remain ill-constrained.

We made use of a large sample of galaxies
with available M• estimates to improve our un-
derstanding of the known M• scaling laws over
a wide range of SBH mass, galaxy morpholog-
ical type and nuclear activity as well as to test
for possible correlations of M• with different
combinations of bulge and galaxy parameters.

2. Black hole masses

The M• values were retrieved from two differ-
ent samples: the compilation of M• upper lim-

its by Beifiori et al. (2009, hereafter B09) and
the compilation of secure M• by G09.

The M• estimates of B09 were obtained
from Hubble Space Telescope (HST) archival
spectra of the nucleus of 105 nearby galaxies.
STIS/G750M spectra covering the Hα wave-
length range were analyzed. The line widths
of the observed nebular lines were modeled in
terms of gas motion in a thin disk of unknown
orientation but known spatial extent following
the method of Sarzi et al. (2002, see also Dalla
Bontà et al. 2009). No dynamical pressure sup-
port is considered for the gas (e.g., Cinzano et
al. 1999)

We compared the M• upper limits by B09
against the G09 set of M• secure values and
upper limits based on the resolved kinematics
of ionized gas, stars, and water maser (Fig. 1).
The upper limits are consistent within 1σ
with such estimates. Furthermore, no system-
atic offset appears. Thus, the line-width mea-
surements trace rather well the nuclear gravita-
tional potential dominated by the central SBH,
allowing an estimate of M•. We treated the M•
upper limits as legitimate determinations, al-
beit with large error bars, and used them to test
for correlations of M• against various galaxy
parameters. The case i = 33◦ for the orienta-
tion of unresolved gas disk maximizes the up-
per limit on M•, therefore we adopted it for
our tests. We discarded from the B09 sample
the 18 galaxies in common with G09 plotted
in Fig. 1. On the other hand, we included the
M• upper limits of NGC 2892 and NGC 5921
that we calculated following the prescriptions
of B09. The resulting 89 galaxies constitute
our Sample A. We rescaled the upper limits by
B09 to the galaxy distances obtained assuming
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc, Ωm = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7
for consistency with G09.

G09 collected M• data for 49 galaxies with
a secure M• and 18 galaxies with a M• upper
limit. Our Sample B includes all the 49 def-
inite values of M• and the 5 upper limits de-
rived from the dynamical modeling of resolved
kinematics (e.g., Coccato et al. 2006). The re-
maining 13 upper limits are therefore already
included in Sample A.

The combination of Samples A and B
yields a total of 143 M• determinations: 49
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Fig. 1. Comparison between the M• upper limits by
B09 and accurate M• measurements (symbols) and
upper limits (leftward arrows) by G09 and based on
the resolved kinematics of gas (filled circles), stars
(open circles), and water masers (open square). The
upper and lower edges of the dotted lines correspond
to the M• values that B09 estimated assuming an
inclination of i = 33◦ and 81◦ for the unresolved gas
disk, respectively. The two inclinations correspond
to the 68% upper and lower confidence limits for
randomly orientated disks.

M• secure values from G09, 5 M• upper limits
from G09 based on resolved kinematics, 87 M•
upper limits from B09 based on line widths,
2 newly determined M• upper limits based on
line widths. 29% of the host galaxies are el-
lipticals, 27% lenticulars, and 44% are spirals.
Regarding the nuclear activity, 23% of the sam-
ple galaxies are LINERs, 11% host H  nuclei,
25% are Seyferts, and 8% are classified as tran-
sition objects according to Ho et al. (1997).
The remaining 33% nuclei do not show activ-
ity.

3. Galaxy properties

3.1. Photometric parameters

We derived the structural parameters of 90
galaxies by analyzing their g and i-band im-
ages available in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS, York et al. 2000).

The galaxy surface brightness profiles were
extracted using the isophotal fitting method
outlined in Courteau (1996). The g and i-band
total luminosities were determined by sum-
ming the flux at each isophote and extrapolat-
ing the light profile to infinity. The g − i color
of each galaxy was calculated from the differ-
ence of the fully corrected g and i-band mag-
nitudes. The galaxy structural parameters were
measured from the i-band light profiles since,
of all the SDSS band passes, the i band suffers
least dust extinction. We computed the isopho-
tal radius, r24.5, corresponding to the surface
brightness of 24.5 mag arcsec−2, the galaxy ef-
fective radius re,gal, the effective surface bright-
ness of the galaxy µe,gal, and the galaxy concen-
tration C28 = 5 log(r80/r20), where r20 and r80
are the radii which enclose 20% and 80% of the
total luminosity, respectively. Based on simu-
lated galaxy models (MacArthur et al. 2003),
the typical error per galaxy structural parame-
ter is roughly 10%.

The structural parameters for ellipticals
(modeled typically as a single Sérsic spheroid)
and spirals (modeled as the sum of a Sérsic
bulge and an exponential disk) were derived
by applying the two-dimensional photometric
decomposition algorithm GASP2D (Méndez-
Abreu et al. 2008) to the SDSS i−band im-
ages. The GASP2D software yields structural
parameters for the bulge (µe,bulge, re,bulge, n,
PAbulge, and qbulge) and disk (µ0, h, PAdisk, and
qdisk) and the position of the galaxy center
(x0, y0). In GASP2D, each image pixel inten-
sity is weighted according to the variance of its
total observed photon counts due to the contri-
bution of both galaxy and sky, and accounting
for photon and detector read-out noise. Seeing
effects were taken into account by convolv-
ing the model image with a circular Moffat
point spread function with shape parameters
measured from the stars in the galaxy image.
Foreground stars, dust lanes, and spiral arms
were masked and excluded from the fit. The
errorbars on the fitted parameters were ob-
tained through a series of Monte Carlo simula-
tions. They range from 1% to 10% for brighter
and fainter sample galaxies, respectively. We
dropped 33 galaxies from the sample because
of poor decompositions due to either a strong
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central bar, a non-exponential disk profile, im-
proper sky subtraction, or just the overall in-
adequacy of our single or double-component
modeling (e.g., due to the presence of strong
dust lanes and/or spiral arms). We success-
fully performed photometric decompositions,
as judge by a global χ2 figure-of-merit, for the
remaining 57 galaxies.

3.2. Kinematic parameters

The measured σ for galaxies in Sample A were
taken from the same sources as B09. They were
converted into the effective stellar dispersions
σe measured within a circular aperture of ra-
dius re,bulge by applying the aperture correction
of Jørgensen et al. (1995). The effective radii
were also taken either from the same sources
as B09 or from our own photometric decom-
positions. The aperture correction was also ap-
plied to the σ measured for NGC 2892 and
NGC 5921 by Ho et al. (2009) and Wegner
et al. (2003), respectively. The maximum dif-
ference between our and literature re,bulge is
about 20%, though the comparison often in-
volves different band passes which increases
the discrepancy. For the galaxies of Sample B
we adopted the values of σe given by G09.
They were derived as the luminosity-weighted
mean of σ within re,bulge.

The values of Vc were collected for 93
galaxies from different sources. We retrieved
Vc from the compilation of Ho (2007) for 46
disk galaxies. These were derived from the
H  W20 and W50 line widths available in the
HyperLeda catalog (Paturel et al. 2003). They
are measured at 20% and the 50% of the total
H  line profile flux, respectively. For galaxies
not found in Ho (2007), we extended the search
for disk galaxy line widths in HyperLeda.
They were found for an additional 35 galaxies.
Given multiple sources in HyperLeda, when-
ever possible, we favored the larger survey
source in order maximize the homogeneity of
the data. All line widths were already cor-
rected for instrumental resolution. We further
applied a correction for cosmological stretch-
ing and broadening by gas turbulence fol-
lowing Bottinelli et al. (1983) and Verheijen
& Sancisi (2001). Finally, the corrected line

widths W20,corr and W50,corr were respectively
deprojected into V20 and V50 using the pre-
scription of Paturel et al. (1997). The final Vc
was the average of V20 and V50. Following Ho
(2007), we adopted the error on Vc for the max-
imum velocity given by HyperLeda which is
roughly 5%.

The circular velocity for 9 elliptical galax-
ies and for the S0 NGC 1023 was taken from
the dynamical models by Kronawitter et al.
(2000) and Debattista et al. (2002), respec-
tively. For IC 342 and the Milky Way, the H 

rotational velocity at large radii are assumed to
represent Vc; these values for Vc are the same
as those reported in Pizzella et al. (2005) and
Baes et al. (2003), respectively.

3.3. Masses

We estimated the bulge mass as Mbulge =

αre,bulgeσ
2
e/G where α = 5 (Cappellari et al.

2006) is a dimensionless constant that de-
pends on galaxy structure. The effective ra-
dius re,bulge of ellipticals is measured from their
azimuthally-averaged light profiles, while for
bulges we adopted the value from the two-
dimensional photometric decomposition.

The stellar mass M?,gal of the galaxy was
derived from Lgal under the assumption of con-
stant mass-to-light ratio (M/L)i. We inferred
(M/L)i from the g− i color following Bell et al.
(2003).

Ferrarese et al. (2006) suggested a tight
connection between M• and the mass of
early-type galaxies computed as Me,gal =

αre,galσ
2
e/G with α = 5. It is indicative of the

galaxy mass within re,gal, but is an incomplete
representation of the total galaxy mass. We cal-
culated Me,gal for ellipticals and lenticulars by
adopting re,gal calculated from the azimuthally-
averaged light profiles. For ellipticals, Mbulge =
Me,gal. The appropriate value of α is actually a
function of the Sérsic index n (Trujillo et al.
2004). However, the exact application of the
α(n) relation, which results in a zero-point off-
set for Me,gal, does not affect our conclusions.

We derived the dynamical mass of the disk
galaxies as Mdyn,gal = R V2

c /G where R = r24.5.
Most of the circular velocities that we derived
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from H  data yield no information on their
radial coverage. Nevertheless, Mdyn,gal corre-
sponds to the galaxy mass within the opti-
cal radius, because r24.5 is roughly indicative
of the galaxy optical radius and the observa-
tions of spatially-resolved H  kinematics in
spirals showed that the size of H  disks closely
matches that of galaxy’s optical disk (Ho et al.
2008).

4. Analysis

We adopted the above data sets to estimate the
tightness of the relations between M• and the
bulge (i.e., the velocity dispersion, luminos-
ity, mass, Sérsic index, light concentration, and
mean effective surface brightness) and galaxy
(i.e., luminosity, circular velocity, stellar mass,
virial and dynamical mass) properties. In addi-
tion to fitting the M•-bulge/galaxy scaling re-
lations, we also looked for correlations against
morphological type and nuclear activity. To
this aim we compared the scatter of the differ-
ent relations. It was as the root-mean square
deviation in log(M•/M�) from the fitted re-
lation assuming no measurement errors. The
M• − σe relation is shown in Fig. 2.

Then we wanted to understand whether the
relations between M• and bulge and galaxy
properties could be improved by the addition
of another parameter. Different combinations
of bulge parameters are plotted in Fig. 3.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Some of the challenges of the current models
of SBH formation and evolution include repro-
ducing and maintaining the M•-bulge/galaxy
scaling relations regardless of the events that
take place during galaxy evolution driven by
the process of hierarchical mass assembly
(e.g., Wyithe & Loeb 2002; McLure et al.
2006; Croton 2009). Therefore, by having a
better assessment of the scatter of the M• re-
lations it is possible discriminate the different
theoretical models of SBH/galaxy formation.

Our large sample of galaxies with either
a secure determination or an upper limit of
M• allowed us to address such a classical
problem as the SBH demography over a wide

Fig. 2. M• as a function of σe for 89 galaxies of
Sample A (with M• upper limits, circles) and 54
galaxies of Sample B (49 with secure M•, squares;
5 with M• upper limits, arrows). The total number
of galaxies is N = 143. The error bars of σe are in-
dicated only in the upper panel for clarity. Dotted
lines are as in Fig. 1. Galaxies are plotted according
to early [E-S0a] or late type [Sa-Sd] (upper panel),
morphological type (middle panel), and nuclear ac-
tivity (lower panel). The dashed line is the M• − σe
relation by G09.

range of SBH masses, morphological types,
and nuclear-activity classes. After verifying
that there was no bias in the distribution of
the M• upper limits against that of secure M•,
we tested whether M• is more fundamentally
driven by one of the several bulge and galaxy
parameters known to correlate with the SBH
mass, and if the known scaling relations can be
improved with the addition of a second param-
eter.
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Fig. 3. M• as a function of σe and re,bulge (a), Lbulge and re,bulge (b), σe and Lbulge (c), Mbulge and re,bulge (d).
The sample comprises 49 galaxies (31 from Sample A, circles; 18 from Sample B, squares). The logarithmic
slopes α and β and offset γ of the fitted relation are given in each panel. The correlations (a) and (d) have
the same point distribution since M• correlates with Mbulge which depends on both σe and re,bulge.

Our analysis provided a clear confirma-
tion that M• is fundamentally driven by σe,
since the M• − σe scaling relation (Fig. 2)
is the tightest correlation we found. Its scat-
ter is consistent with G09, but slightly larger
than Ferrarese & Ford (2005) and Lauer et al.
(2007). Following G09, this can be explained
as due to the larger scatter in the population
of the spirals. In fact, our sample comprises
more late-type galaxies than the previous stud-
ies. We concluded that the M• − Lbulge rela-
tion is not as tight as the M• − σe one. The
same is true for the M•-Mbulge correlation, al-
though the bulge mass resulted to be a better
proxy of M• than Lbulge and it includes re,bulge
as additional fitting parameter. Contrary to pre-
vious findings (Graham et al. 2001; Graham &
Driver 2007), we observed a poor correlation
between M• and Sérsic n or 〈µe,bulge〉 in agree-
ment with the results by Hopkins et al. (2007b).
They claimed indeed that M• is unrelated with
the light concentration of the bulge based on
observations and simulations.

The correlations between M• and galaxy
luminosity or mass are not a marked improve-
ment over the M• − σe relation. These scaling
relations are strongly sensitive to the morphol-
ogy of the host galaxies, with the galactic disks
playing an anti-correlating rôle, as first pointed
out by (Kormendy 2001). This is a further in-

dication that bulges are driving the SBH corre-
lations and therefore the SBH evolution.

To assess the necessity of an additional pa-
rameter in the M•-bulge/galaxy scaling rela-
tions, we performed both a residual analysis
and second-parameter fit as done by Hopkins
et al. (2007a) and Aller & Richstone (2007). To
this aim we considered different linear combi-
nations of two bulge or two galaxy parameters
with M•. We found that the strongest correla-
tions always include σe among their parame-
ters. The tightest relation resulted to be that be-
tween M•, σe, and re,bulge (also known as the
BHFP, Hopkins et al. 2007a,b). Since its scat-
ter is similar to that of the M• − σe relation,
we conclude that the addition of re,bulge does
not significantly improve the fit of the M• −σe
relation. This is a further confirmation that σe
is the fundamental parameter which drives also
the BHFP.

Our findings are consistent with the theo-
retical predictions on the BHFP by Hopkins
et al. (2007b, 2009). They interpreted the
BHFP in terms of feedback self-regulated
growth of the SBH, until feedback is sufficient
to unbind the local gas supply and blow it away
in momentum or pressure driven winds. This
terminates the accretion inflow and cuts off fur-
ther growth. In this sense, σe is the bulge prop-
erty that is most closely linked to the SBH be-
cause it determines the depth of the potential
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well from which the gas has to be expelled,
and thus the minimum M• for the feedback.
Younger et al. (2008) studied the self-regulated
models of SBHs growth in different scenar-
ios of major mergers, minor mergers, and disk
instabilities, to find that SBHs depend on the
scale at which the self-regulation occur. They
compared the bulge binding energy and to-
tal binding energy with M•, finding that the
total binding energy is not a good predictor
for the M• in disk-dominated systems. This is
in agreement with our findings that late-type
galaxies are the systems that deviate most sig-
nificantly from the M•-galaxy and BHFP scal-
ing relations.

Several theoretical models of SBH forma-
tion predict a connection between M• and the
total mass of the galaxy (Haehnelt et al. 1998;
Silk & Rees 1998; Adams et al. 2001) such
that if the dark and baryonic matter act to form
the bulge and SBH, the dark halo determines
the bulge and SBH properties. Therefore,
the mass of the SBH and dark matter halo
should be connected (Cattaneo 2001; Hopkins
et al. 2005b,a). The Vc −σe relation was inter-
preted as a representative of such a connection
(Ferrarese 2002; Pizzella et al. 2005), being Vc
and σe linked to the mass of the dark mat-
ter halo and M•, respectively. Recently, new
theoretical results based on numerical simu-
lations have been obtained along these lines.
Bandara et al. (2009) studied the correlation
between M• and total (luminous+dark) mass of
the galaxy estimated from gravitational lens-
ing. The relation itself suggests that the more
massive halos are more efficient at forming
SBHs than the less massive ones and its slope
is representative of merger-driven, feedback-
regulated processes of SBH growth. Volonteri
& Natarajan (2009) investigated the obser-
vational signature of the self-regulated SBH
growth by analyzing the mass assembly history
of the black hole seeds through simulations.
They found that the M•−σ relation stems from
the merging history of massive dark halos, with
its slope and scatter depending on the halo seed
and on the kind of SBH self-regulation process.

We found a much weaker correlation of
M• with Vc than with σe (Fig. 4). This is in
agreement with what we expect from the ob-

Fig. 4. Vc −σe relation for 64 galaxies of Sample A
(filled symbols) and 29 galaxies of Sample B (empty
symbols) as a function of M•. The dashed line is the
Vc −σe relation by Ho (2007).

served tightness of the M• − σe relation and
absence of a single universal Vc −σe for all the
morphological types (Courteau et al. 2007; Ho
2007). This is in contrast with the hypothesis
that M• is more fundamentally connected to
the halo than to the bulge, unless that the avail-
able Vc measurements are not a reliable proxy
of the the dark matter halo. An improvement
of the Vc measurements in the region where
the dark matter dominates the mass distribution
is highly desirable in particular in the galaxies
with a secure estimate of M•.
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